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Educating and Inspiring through Wyoming’s 
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Wyoming Stargazing Cancellation and Rebooking Policy 

The satisfaction of our customers is Wyoming Stargazing's primary concern.  We strive to offer 

the most engaging, inspiring, and educational programs possible. Whenever possible, Wyoming 

Stargazing will use our telescopes to offer extraordinary views of objects in the night 

sky.  However, sometimes that is just not possible because of the weather. In the event of 

cloudy, rainy, or snowy weather Wyoming Stargazing will decide by 7pm on the day of the 

program to run, cancel or rebook (if possible) the stargazing program. Wyoming 

Stargazing WILL NOT charge anything if we decide to cancel because of bad weather (except for 

the 6% nonrefundable online booking fee if you booked yourself online. Wyoming Stargazing 

WILL offer a partial refund is the clouds prevent us from seeing some of the objects we want to 

show you. Wyoming Stargazing WILL charge the full amount of the program if the customer 

decides to cancel for any reason within 48 hours of the scheduled start time of the program. 

Wyoming Stargazing WILL charge a 5% administration fee if the customer decides to cancel or 

rebook for any reason, except for emergencies, after booking the program. 

  

Indoor Astronomy Programs 

In the event of bad weather Wyoming Stargazing can sometimes offer an indoor, engaging, and 

interactive, multimedia astronomy presentations if the clients or hotel can offer a suitable 

indoor space. We'll give you a multimedia virtual tour of the universe and answer all the 

burning questions you've had about how the Universe formed, how it will end, life on other 

worlds, and so much more. These programs can be tailored to any length at the request of the 

customer.  We also have an inflatable portable planetarium that can be set up in large indoor 

spaces are at least 20 ft. x 20 ft. and have ceilings at least 16 ft. high and during the summer 

outside at the base of Snow King Mountain. In the planetarium we'll show you detailed 

drawings of all the constellations, give you tips on how to find them in the night sly, and 

animate their motion so you can see how they change throughout the night and during the 

course of a year. Then, we'll fly through the Solar System and zoom in to amazing detail on 

planets, moons, and comets. Next, we'll explore deep space and check out galaxies, globular 

clusters, nebulae, and more. Finally, we'll show you a 15-25 minute full dome film about one of 

several different astronomical topics. 

 

 


